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How do we define ground truth?

Experience with modality
Experience with disease

Abnormal
Risk of suspicion

Localization of suspicion

Experience with disease

Abnormal
Grade
Extent

Radiology AI can depend on labeling/experience in both realms
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Presentation Notes
The experience with disease comes as a direct link to other clinical partners, such as pathologists in this case



Information at every level

Burden

Histology

Architecture

Nuclear Grade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But! We often forget – pathologists read images too. And more and more of them are being digitized. The depth of information is different from medical imagingSo what opportunities exist in digital pathology?



Digital pathology image structure

Xu et al bioRxiv 2019
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Presentation Notes
Where medical imaging suffers from limitations of its resolution, digital pathology takes over. Its sampling bias is determined from the extent of tissue removed, from which we work our way down



Information at every level

BenTaieb et al Med Img Analysis 2017
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Presentation Notes
And pathologists use this information across scales for a single determination



Pathological grading of prostate cancer

• Gleason Grading characterizes risk 
well on a population-level, but does 
little to inform on the patient-level

 Poor inter/intra-observer reproducibility

 Gleason pattern 4 contain a biologically 
heterogenous group of cancers

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Indolent / low
-risk

Interm
ediate

H
igh risk

Modified from Epstein et al, A J Surg Path 2016



• 20-30% of men undergoing radical 
prostatectomy will be “upgraded” to 
higher grade compared to pre-surgical 
biopsy

• Sampling bias due to intra-tumoral
heterogeneity

The devil’s in the details: heterogeniety

Aihara et al, Urology 1994

Aihara et al, Urology 1994
El-Shater et al, Pros Can Pros Dis 2016
Mesko et al, Am J Clin Onc 2016

Siddiqui et al, JAMA 2015
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Presentation Notes
Remember gleason is dependent on the proportion of cancer cells falling into grade groups, so for example an upgrade from 3+4 to 4+3 may not be as meaningful



The devil’s in the details: heterogeniety

Harmon et al, DIR 2019



How to improve our labeling for radiology?

• Gland-level pathology annotation is prohibitively slow  can we use AI?



Li et al, IEEE TMI 2018

AI for pathologic grading in prostate cancer

Performance: 71-83% for benign to high grade
Pros: highly trained expert
Cons: small dataset (<1000 tiles from 40 patients)

Arvanti et al, Sci Reps 2018

Performance: 70% classification
Pros: large dataset
Cons: lack of tissue heterogeneity in tissue microarrays



AI for pathologic grading in prostate cancer

Nagpal et al, arXiv 2018



AI for pathologic grading in prostate cancer

Nagpal et al, arXiv 2018

What are we trying to accomplish?
Expert-trained systems all reflect surrogate markers of clinical risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now lets take a step back here and ask ourselves what are we even trying to accomplish? Maybe predicting gleason has reached its ceiling BECAUSE the pathologists have such poor agreement – even experts. Gleason himself did a reproducibility study and only replicated himself half the time back in the 60s! But why do we use gleason? Because it shows some relationship to outcome.



The goal is the same: outcome

T2W

ADC

b2000

Detection
Risk Scoring

Detection
GradingBiopsy guidance

Staging

Treatment decision
need for treatment
type of treatment
extent of treatment

Treatment response
surgical outcomes
disease monitoring

Treatment outcome
time to failure
drug sensitivity

Metastatic potential
time to progression
detection of mets

Patient outcome
morbidity
mortality

Clinically-relevant outcomes
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Presentation Notes
We integrate radiology and pathology today as part of clinical medicine  why not as part of clinical AI?



Predicting features of poor outcome: with an expert

− Gleason score assignment by current consensus guidelines are not entirely optimized for 
clinical risk stratification
 Focal poorly formed gland and cribriform patterns should be in separate prognostic groups

Modified from McKenney et al, A J Surg Path 2016



Predicting features of poor outcome: with an expert
– 5394 local annotations of all histologic architectures (N=21 patients)
– 8 histological patterns independently associated with poor outcome

Sliding-window based binary classification

High risk Low/Intermediate

Harmon Turkbey McKenney, unpublished

Patch-level validation set accuracy: 95%
Patch-level test set accuracy: 94%



Direct prediction of poor outcome
– Can we predict metastatic potential directly from the images? 
– TCGA: 287 bladder cystectomy samples with digital imaging + pathologic 

outcomes from 26 centers

Harmon Sanford Brown, unpublished
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Presentation Notes
Add in centers variability etc



Direct prediction of poor outcome

Multi-resolution 
prediction map

Harmon Sanford Brown, unpublished



Mapping features of poor outcome

Harmon Sanford Brown, unpublished



Multi-modality AI

– Ultimately, outcome is a function of several factors
clinical/demographic, histology, genomics, etc…



Big Picture

 Pathology departments are an untapped resource of medical imaging data

 Reproducibility is in the eye of the beholder:

 AI in clinical medicine is limited by annotations more than data

 Expert-based systems continually evolve

 The applications are different but the goal is the same: prognosis



Big Picture: how do we enable the next generation? 

Infrastructure

Clinical Education Scientific Innovation
• Big data requires big ideas

• Integration of multi-modality 
information is complex

• The expert knows best

• The system is limited by 
the impact

There is no substitute for data 
curation 

…and outcomes
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Presentation Notes
Expert knows best : radiologists already integrate multimodality information – we need to catch up. Furthermore, clinicians are trained by experts, why are we training on non-expertsSystem limitations: Clinical solutions require clinical impact Big data, big ideas…. Pathology imaging is huge – mostly 2D. Medical imaging data is also huge – mainly 3D/4D. Pretty much everything is done in patches. How  we go from patches to outcome is unknown. How we bring 2D and 4D data is unknownFINALLY – CLINICAL AND SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITIES HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO INVEST IN DATA CURATION … outcome is most important. All of these things are trying to reproduce humans, because they are best mapping to outcome
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